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It is shown that the multiperipheral resonance production model, which was originally proposed to test
symmetries and duality, can be made a realistic model for multiparticle production by incorporating
production of pseudoscalar, axial-vector, and scalar mesons in addition to vector and tensor rnesons. With
some symmetry assumptions, we determine the coupling strengths of produced mesons to exchanged
Reggeons from data of inclusive cross section of p and f production. We also obtain the relative weight of
resonance multiplets to the inclusive pion production cross section. The coupling strengths thus obtained are
used to test the consistency relation between two-body scattering and multiparticle production reactions in

the unitarization scheme combined with duality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Remarkable progress has recently been made
in our understanding of high-energy two-body
reactions by implementing duality ideas to multi-
particle unitarity. In particular, the spectra and
couplings of the Pomeron, Reggeons, and exotic
exchanges' "and the magnitude of Okubo- Zweig-
Iizuka (OZI) rule violation" "have been calcula-
ted.

This scheme based on unitarity and duality
should make it possible to connect two-body reac-
tions with multiparticle reactions as the inter-
mediate states in the unitarity equation. However,
few discussions have so far been made on multi-
particle reactions from this point of view. " This
is mainly because there is an ambiguity in identi-
fying the qq state of duality diagrams with par-
ticles produced in multiparticle reactions.

Chan et al. have proposed to regard this qq
state as a low-mass cluster. ' Schmid et a/. have
pointed out that both even- and odd-charge-con-
jugation states should be produced and have sug-
gested identifying the qq states as vector and
tensor resonances. "The resonance production
model in the dual unitarization scheme has been
found to be quite successful in explaining quantita-
tively the size of p-A. , exchange-degeneracy break-
ing and that of OZI-rule violation. ",'"

Recent experiments on inclusive reactions have
revealed the important role played by resonances
in multiparticle production. " This observation

suggests the possibility that the multiperipheral
resonance production model is valid not only as a
tool for symmetry test' but also as a realistic
model for multiparticle production. For the mod-
el to be realistic, however, one should take ac-
count of the production of other important mesons
in addition to vector and tensor mesons.

In this paper we present the multiperipheral
resonance production model with pseudoscalar,
axial-vector, and scalar mesons as well as vec-
tor and tensor mesons and make quantitative pre-
dictions on multiparticle reactions. The basic
parameters of our model are the coupling strengths
of produced mesons to exchanged Reggeons. It
is shown that we can determine these coupling
strengths from the available data on inclusive
cross sections by assuming SU(2) (quartet) sym-
metry relations among produced mesons. The
result can be used to test the relations derived
previously in the unitarization scheme with dual-
ity. Furthermore, we obtain the relative contri-
bution of various resonance multiplets to the in-
clusive cross section of pion production. We give
predictions for cross-section ratios of particles
belonging to the same multiplets, such as g/m
and ~/p ratios.

We take vector and tensor trajectories for ex-
changed Reggeons in the input production ampli-
tude, and in most of our calculation the input
trajectory is assumed to have the intercept n

For directly Produced resonance multiplets
we consider four cases: (I) V, T and P, (II) V, T,
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P and A, (III) V, T, and S, (IV) V, T, S, P, and A..
Here V, T, S, P, and A. stand for vector, tensor,
scalar, pseudoscalar, and axial-vector (J' =1' )
mesons, respectively. From the viewpoint of
duality, the scalar mesons may be regarded as
the daughter states of the tensor mesons. Axial-
vector mesons with J~ =1' are the exchange-
degenerate partners of the pseudoscalar mesons.
Because kaons are produced much less copiously
than pions, we mainly consider production of non-
strange mesons in the SU(2) framework. As for
the pseudoschlar quartet, we take m" and q»
=(pp+nn)(Mg. Baryons are not treated.

The main results of our analysis can be sum-
marized as follows:

(i} It is estimated that, at high energies, about
50-60% and 15-'20%%uo of produced pions are decay
products of directly produced vector and tensor
mesons, respectively, while the remaining 35-20%%up

comes from pseudoscalar, axial-vector, and/or
scalar mesons. The direct g production is less
than about 20%.

(ii) The sum of the coupling strengths of the
produced meson multiplets is determined from
the logarithmic increase of the inclusive cross
sections and is found to be just large enough to
generate the Pomeron with o.~(0}= 1. In the
scheme based on unitarity and duality, it is just
the value required by the planar Reggeon boot-
stl ap ~'2'3'~9

(iii) The production cross section of mesons
with odd charge conjugation is about 1.2-2 times
larger than that with even charge conjugation,
which is consistent with the requirement of two-
body reactions.

(iv) The ratio V/P for direct production is found
to be about 2-5. This is in accord with the quark-
model value, i.e., o(V)/&r(P) =3.

(v) We obtain o(g)/o (v ) = 10'%%uo for observed
cross sections, even assuming u(7i„) =u(w') for
direct production. Thus experimentally observed
strong suppression of g production compared with

pion production is naturally explained by the fact
that known resonances produce many pions but
very few g mesons.

The effect of resonance production should also
be reflected in a characteristic manner in corre-
lation quantities among produced pions. The
generating function for resonance production con-
structed in our scheme automatically satisfies the
constraint of the quantum number conservation.
We calculate two-pion correlation parameters
f, and study the effect of various resonances.

In Sec. 0 we give a brief summary of the unitari-
zation scheme with duality in the multiperipheral
resonance production model and generalize the
model to incorporate production of vector, tensor,

scalar, pseudoscalar, and axial-vector mesons.
In Sec. III we estimate the relative abundance of
meson-resonance multiplets and their coupling
strengths to exchanged Reggeons. In Sec. IV we
give the generating function for resonance pro-
duction and calculate correlations. Section V is
devoted to a discussion.

II. UNITARIZATION SCHEME IN THE MULTIPERIPHERAL
RESONANCE PRODUCTION MODEL

We give a brief summary of the unitarization
scheme with duality in the multiperipheral reso-
nance production model. ' '

1 1 1= G+ GS. G+ GS. GS. G+ ~

J —P f —P j —P

(2.1)

where P=2o. —1 with the exchanged Reggeon tra-
jectory o.'". Here S represents the product of the
signature factors of the lower and upper Reggeon
propagators (see Fig. 1) and G denotes the square
of the coupling strength of the produced particle
to exchanged Reggeons after transverse-momen-
tum integration. For definiteness we first con-
sider production of vector and tensor mesons.
Then G is given in terms of the coupling strengths
of the vector and tensor mesons,

2+g'y

The basic parameters of our model, g' and e, are

(2.2)

IFI
LC.

SD

FIG. 1. The integral equation for the amplitude I' in
the multiperipheral model. Here D denotes the two-
Heggeon propagator 1/(j-p) with p=2n Il —1 and S is
II a,*t;II.

A. Intercepts of the output poles

From unitarity the discontinuity of a two-body
scattering amplitude is given by the overlap of
the multiparticle production amplitudes. We
identify produced particles in the intermediate
state of the unitarity with resonances. The sum-
mation over the multiparticle states is carried
out by using the multiperipheral model. By taking
the Chew-Pignotti approximation, the amplitude
I in the t-channel angular momentum space is
given by

E= 6+GS. F1
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then defined by

gr'=g'(1+ e),

gr =g (1 &) ~

(2.3)

.
)
F(pp- yw, )
E(pp &oA;) N

F(p' p . A,'2, ) N

i k i k k

In this subsection we consider SU(Ã) symmetry
Planar bootstraP. Summation of the planar dia-

gra, ms in the unitarity leads to the Reggeon ampli-
tude M,

(iii) o.p(0) —o.„(0)= -«g'/N.
Both data of o(v p-K'Z )/o(w'p-K'Z') and
&x(v p - pn)/o(v p -&un) give le l

= 0.25." From
the p-A, splitting" obtained from charge exchange
data, we can determine the sign of c and obtain'*'

j - = ( c = (-0.2)-(-0.3) . (2.10)

(2g N)"

j —~~~r
ou& (2.4)

We can easily incorporate production of other
meson multiplets into our calculation by replacing
g„' with Zg,

'
(C, = -1) and gr with Zg,

' (C,. =+ 1).
Thus we have

with

o.
'"' = P+ 2g 'N . (2.5)

1 2 2 2 +g, ),
(gr +go +gj ) —(gy +g& )
(g;+g&'+g~') + (g, '+g,')

(2.11)

(2.12)

n =1 —2I, N.
Taking n =0.5 and N=2 [SU(2)J, we obtain

(2.6)

Imposing the bootstrap condition that the output
Reggeons are equal to the input Reggeons, e = o.'"'
=—n, we obtain

B. Inclusive cross sections for resonance production

The average multiplicity of resonances can be
calculated in the leading order of lns by using
the Mulller-Regger model. ' We have

g = =0.125 .
2N

(2.7)

Pomeron amplitude. The Pomeron is generated
by the SU(N) singlet cylinder kernel,

(g(p)) = 3g„'Ins,

(n((o)) =g„'(1-cos'nn) lns,

(gg, )) =3g„'Ins,

(n(f)) =gr'(1+ cos'gn) Ins,

(2.13)

C

2 2

5[6» for C) =+1 . (2.8)

and similar expressions for other meson multi-
plets. We note that the quartet symmetry holds
for Q=g ~

III. RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF MESON-RESONANCE
MULTIP LETS

The Pomeron amplitude is written as

W = P (mc)"I=
n=0

y-P
i P 4g'N ' -'-

With the aid of Eq. (2.6), we obtain the leading
Pomeron pole

n~= p+4g'%=1 .

(2.9)

Interference terms. In the case when g„'xgr'
there remain diagrams with twists on produced
particle lines. Such diagrams give interference
terms. They give rise to three kinds of physical
effects: (i) exotic exchanges, (ii) violation of the
OZI rule, and (iii) breaking of exchange degen-
eracy. The magnitudes of these effects are esti-
mated"' to be

Here we will estimate the relative abundance
of directly produced resonance multiplets in non-
strange mesonic systems from data of inclusive
cross sections of resonance production. At pre-
sent experimental information is mainly confined
to p', f, K*, and 6".""" We will use the ob-
served cross sections of p' and f (more precisely,
the ratios p'/w and f/v) and assume SU(2)-sym-
metry relations to determine the cross sections
of other members of the vector and tensor reso-
nances. Figure 2 shows a summary of data of
inclusive p production.

A. The ratios po /m and f/p of the nonstrange mesonic system

To determine the ratio p'/v for the nonstrange
mesonic system, we have to take account of the
following effects: (i) the possible effect of leading
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FIG. 2. Average multiplicity of p production cross section as a function of energy. The line added in this
figure corresponds to the slope (n~ 0) /(n, -)=0.25((n, -) =0.65 lns+const). See Eqs. (3.6) and (3.11)
and also text Sec. IIIA.

mesons, (ii) pions from decays of strange-meson
resonances, and (iii) pions from decays of baryon
resonances.

These three effects can be treated in the fol-
lowing way:

(i) The leading-meson effect canbe largely reduced,
if we compare resonance production with n produc-
tionin g p andpp scattering and with g' productionin
g p scattering. We should alsonote that in our picture
based on unitarity and duality the diffractively excited
meson cluster is expected to have properties similar
to those of nondiffractively produced meson clusters.

(ii) We subtract pions from the decays of K*
mesons and ignore other strange-meson reso-
nances, which are expected to be produced much
less copiously. We assume cr(K*') = o(K*') and
o (K*-)= o (K*').

(iii) We estimate the inclusive pion cross sec-
tion due to decays of baryon resonances, oe(n),
making the following approximation. We assume
that baryon resonances of I=-,' and those of I= —,

'
are produced with equal amounts and that I, =0
and I, = 1 exchanges contribute with equal weights
to production of I= —,

' baryons. On the average,
low-mass baryon resonances decay into zN and
mvN, each with the branching ratio of about 50%.
For these branching ratios, we obtain the average
decay multiplicities of baryon resonances, Ne(w),

Ne(m') = 0.66, Na(w ) = 0.54, Ne(v ) = 0.30.
(3.1)

Using the baryon-resonance production cross sec-
o(p')/o(w ) =0.2V (3.4)

for the nonstrange mesonic system. This value

tion o (B) = 50 mb in pp scattering and o(B) = 16 mb
in n'p scattering, "we obtain

oe(v+) =33 mb, oe(v ) =26 mb, oe(v ) =15 mb

(3 2)

for pp scattering and

oe(v') = ll mb, oe(n') =9 mb, oe(v ) = 5 mb

(3.3)

for z'p scattering. %'e should note that baryon
resonances contribute pion cross sections by a
considerable amount at low energies.

The above estimate is based on crude approxi-
mations and may entail a large uncertainty. Fur-
thermore, possible high-mass baryon resonances
produced diffractively, which are ignored in the
above estimate, may be important at high ener-
gies. To reduce these large uncertainties due to
baryon resonances, we will use the data of z'p
scattering to estimate the relative abundance of
meson resonances in nonstrange mesonic sys-
tems.

The energy range of available p' data in r'p
scattering is not large enough to see unambigu-
ously the energy dependence of the ratio p'/v .
We have o(p')/o (v ) = 0.22 on the average; see
Fig. 3. After making the corrections as described
above, we obtain"
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FIG. 3. T: .. experimental ratios of p /x . The correction for the misidentification of K and Z with x
and that of p, X ', and Z ' with x ' has been made to the data, see Refs. 21-24.

0'(p )/0'(m ) =0.23 (3.5)

turns out to be in accord with the ratio p '/e' in
the central region ( Il'*

I & 1) in v p scattering at
205 GeV/c. '"

The ratio p /w' is known only at an energy, 15
GeV/c. "~ Making the corrections to the observed
z' cross section, we obtain

B. Coupling strengths of produced resonance multiplets

Let us now estimate the contributions of various
resonance multiplets to the inclusive pion cross
section at high energies. We assume the cross-
section ratio p'/n of the mesonic system to be
energy independent. Then this ratio gives that of
the coefficients of logarithmic increase of the

for the nonstrange mesonic system.
The difference between the above two estimates

may be ascribed to the following: (i) The ob-
served g cross section gives an overestimate
of the true m' cross section because of the mis-
identification of q with w . (ii) The constraint of
charge conservation tends to suppress production
of negatively charged mesons in z'p scattering
at low energies. Considering such uncertainties,
we will take the ratio p'/v' of the mesonic system

4—

02

g (f )/g(po) z Yr p, 4 m' p

o (p')/(r(v') = 0.23-0.27, (3.6)

u(f)/o (p') = 0.22. (3.7)

which covers both values (3.4) and (3.5) (see Fig.
2).

The inclusive cross section of f-meson pro-
duction has been measured only at relatively low
energies. """"~' ""The data are consistent with no
energy dependence of the ratio f/p' (Fig. 4). We
obtain on the average

I I I I I I

IO
I I I I I I I

IOQ

p, (Gev/c)

FIG. 4. The experimental ratio off/p; see Refs. 21
and 22.
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TABLE I. The fraction of produced pions coming from the decay of each of the directly pro-
duced meson multiplets V, T, S, P (direct and g+g'), and A estimated in the four cases.

I (V+ T+P) II (V+ T+P+A) III (V+ T+S) P7 (V+ T+S+P+A)

V
T
S

P (direct)
P (q+q')

A

47-61%
18-21/o

22-11%
i3- 7/o

49-62/o
18-21/o

8- 4%
5- 3/o

20-10 lo

56-66%
18-21%
26-13%

50-63/o
18-21/o

-3%
7- 3/o
4- 2/o

18- 8/o

odirect (P ) &direct (P ) +direct (P ) '

+ direct(~) r

Od, .t 8:)= &d..ct (&2) = cd...t(&')

+direct (f) r

(3.8)

average multiplicities.
As will be seen soon, vector and tensor reso-

nances turn out to give the dominant part (about
65—80%) of the produced pions. The rest of the
pions come from other resonances or are pro-
.duced directly. We consider several caseh of
direct production of meson multiplets: (I) V, T,
and P, (II) V, T, P, and A, (III) V, T, and S, (IV)
V, T, S, P, and A, where V, T, S, P, and A. denote
vector, tensor, scalar, "pseudoscalar, and axial-
vector (J~ =1' ) mesons, respectively. Here the
1' mesons are the exchange degenerate partner
of the 0 ' mesons. "

We assume that at high energies the SU(2) quar-
tet symmetry is satisfied for direct production
of meson multiplets. Namely, we have in the
leading order of lns

(II) and (IV), and

od...t (T)/5 =od ..t(S) (3.10)

for scalar meson production in the case (IV). For
the isosinglet member of the pseudoscalar meson
quartet we use the state tI „=- (Ipse+%%)/v 2
= (t)+g')AY.

We take account of cascade decays such as A.,
Pm 3g and B cog 4p using the known branch-

ing ratios. " For the decays of the scalar mesons,
we take 5 mg and e -zp for simplicity.

The fraction of pions coming from the decay of
each of the directly produced meson multiplets in
the four models is calculated using the ratios
p'/v' and f/p estimated in the preceding subsec-
tion [Eqs. (3.6) and (3.V) as inputs]. The result
is given in Table I. In particular, we see that the
vector meson contributes about 50-60%%uo to p»-
duced pions, and the tensor meson about'15-20%.

Combining the experimental value of the log-
arithmic increase of the average multiplicity of
pions,

and so forth. Furthermore, we assume the rela-

tionn

(n(w )),+~ 0.65 1-—ns+ const, (3.11)

od...t (P) od'-t (&)/3
od...t (V)/3 od.„,(T)/5

(3 9)

for axial-vector-meson producti. on in the cases

with the above result, we can calculate the basic
parameters of our model, g' and e, as well as
the couplings of various resonances. As seen
from Table II, the weight c of the twisted kernel

TABLE II. The couplings of produced meson multiplets to exchanged Reggeons and the pa-
rameter g2 and & estimated in the four cases.

IV

g'r

g's

:gj
:2

g 2

0.105-0.137

0.033-0.039

0.143-0.071

0.140-0.124

+0.25- -0.11,

0.109-0.139

0.033-0,039

0.052-0.027

0.028-0.014

0.111-0.110

-0.24- -0.40

0.126-0.148

0.033-0.039

0.066-0.033

0.113-0,110

-0.12--0.35

0.111-0.142

0.033-0.039

0.007-0.008

0.048-0.021

0.025-0.010

0.112-0.110

-0.22- -0.38
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TABLE III. The predicted ratios of /p and g/& in the four cases.

0.76-0.84 1.36-1.09 0.91 1.25-0.99

0.21-0.12 0.09-0.06 0.33-0.18 0.11-0.09

turns out to be

-0.4s as 0, (3.12)

C. Strange-ineson-resonance production

We have so far consi. dered nonstrange-meson
production in the framework of SU(2) symmetry.
Here we discuss briefly the possible consequence
of our model on production of strange meson res-
onances. It seems reasonable in our picture to
assume that the suppression of strange-meson
production is independent of the spin of produced

which agrees with the value from two-body reac-
tions, ' Eq. (2.10), as mentioned in Sec. II A. The
coupling constant g' is also in good agreement with
the Reggeon bootstrap condition (2.6), i.e., i '
= 0.125, and hence it can generrate the' Poineron
with o.~(0) = 8g' = l.

Other couplings, g,.', in Table II are the measure
of the strerigth of direct production of various
meson multiplets. Predictions for the observed
production ratios v/p and tl/v' are given in Table
III. The 'follow'ing featurres are of interest to
note'.

(i) Even after taking account of resonance de-
cays, thte inclusive cross section of the ~ meson
is nearly equal to that of the p meson. " A more
detailed ini;pection shows that the ratio ttt/p' is
appreciably larger than unity in the models (II)
and (IV). This is ascribed to the decays of the
axial-vector mesons (B-it&a arid 0- tip).

(ii) It is remarkable that production of the tl

meson is strongly suppressed compared to pion
production, in accord with recent exclusive ex-
periments"'"; even the quartet symmetry has
been assumed for g and g„production.

(iii) The ratio p/tt for direct production is pre-
dicted to be about 2-5, which is in accord with
the spin weight of the SU(6) quark model,
o(p)/o(tt) =3 "

Among the four cases, models (II) and (IV) seem
to be favored; they give reasonable values of the
weight e and the ratio tl/w'. lf we take this result
literally, we should expect that B mesons are
produced rather copiously" (perhaps as much as
about a half of A, mesons).

mesons. ' Then we have

& direct (K ) & direct(K* )
&dtrerct(p ) &direct(+a~)

~ ~ 0 (3.13)

We calculate the production ratios of various
strange mesons by taking model (II). We have
from Table II

O direct (K ) + direct( .)

indirect

()' ~ direct(9tt)

2, 2 ~ 2. 2gp: g'g

= 1:0.30-0.28:0.48-0.19:0.26-0.10 (3.14)

and obtain

o d,,„(K')/o (K') = 0.24-0.12

Recalling that the corresponding fraction for z'
is 0.08-0.04 (see Table II), we obtain

(3.15)

+direct (K )/+ dtrect. (~ )

= 3o(K')/o(w') .
With the experimental K/tt ratio, o (K+)/o (w')
= 0.07,"we obtain

r=O. 2O .

(3.16)

(3.17)

and those among p, K*, and P production

u(p') o(K*') o (P) = 1:0.18:0.03, (3.19)

using the factorization relation K*'/p'= P/K"' for
direct pr oduction.

The experimental ratio of K*/K increases with

energy, and it is 0.34 at 15 GeV/c [Ref. 21(c)] and
about 0.5 at 69 GeV/c. "' The experimental ratio
of K*/p increases with energy due to the threshold
effect. The ratio Ke'/p is about 0.15-0.40 at
69 GeV/c. '~ The ratio Q/p' measured at 150
GeV/c is about 0.08,"which is appreciably larger
than the predicted value (3.19). This large ratio

Taking account of the decays K** K*g and A2
KK, etc. , we predict the ratios among K, K*,

and K**production

o'(K):o(K*):g(K**)= 1:0.53-0.62:0.13-0.15

(3.18)
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of P/p' should presumably be ascribed to large
violation of the QZI rule in the central region.

where l and m run p, A„B, and g. It satisfies the
relation

IV. CORRELATIONS f"'(+, +) =f "(-,-) = f"-'(+, -) &o, (4.7)

Previous attempts to calculate correlations
based on the cluster model are obliged to be sup-
plemented by some ad hoc assumptions on the
conservation constraints. In the present scheme
based on the quark line flow of duality diagrams
we can obtain correlations due to the quantum
number conservation constraints as well as to
resonance decays. We calculate the correlation
parameters f„=a„lns+ const from the generating
function given in the Appendix. For numerical
evaluation we take model II of Sec. III C in which
production of P, T, P, and A is taken into account.

The generating function in the Pomeron sector
with positive G parity is given in the leading power
of sby

(0.95gr +gv +gj +g~ )
2(g,'+g.'+g~'+g~') (4.8)

f, '/Ins = 2.55gr'+ 1.90g„'+0.52g~'+ 5.60g„',

f,'/Ins = 3.05gr'+ 1.97g„'+2.30g~

and

which is a consequence of the absence of the f pole
in the Mueller-Regge diagram for the two-reso-
nance production in the central region.

Using the known branching ratios of the produced
resonances, we obtain

f, /Ins=(f, ' —(n ))/Ins

= 1.19g '+ 1.82g„'+0.12g '

W(lns) -exp[(g, '+g, ') Ins]

x cosh[2(g, 'g ')'~' Ins], (4 1)

(n )/Ins = 3.50gr'+ 2.91g„'+1.62g~'+ 4.74g„'

=0.65 .

(n(R, ), s
Ins ' s(g,-')

= g,.', lnW(lns)

and agrees with that given in Sec. II [Eq. (2.13)].
The two-particle correlation parameter f; for

pions with charge states g and 5 is given by the
sum of two contributions, one due to the-decay of
a single resonance and the other representing the
correlation between two resonances,

(4.2)

f"/Ins =f"'+f"' .
The single-resonance contribution is given by

(4.3)

f"'= g g, 'N(R; -v'v'X), (4.4)

where g,' and (g, ,g, ') are the sums of coupling
strengths of the I=O and I=1 (neutral and charge
=+1) meson production, respectively [see (A9)].
Charge conservation is ensured by the fact that
the coupl ngs g+2 and g 2 appear as a product. ~ 43

The average multiplicity of the resonance R,. is

. 2 2 2 2
With the coupling strengths g~, g&, g& and g&
given in Table II we have

f, /1ns = (f,' —(ng)/Ins = -0.01,

f, /1ns = 0.48-0.46,

f,"/lns = 0.28-0.21.

(4.9)

Correlations are considered to be affected rather
strongly by the existence of the small diffractive
components. "'" To test the prediction for cor-
relations in usual hadron collisions, we need to
calculate the diffractive component which appears
as a higher-order effect in the topological expan-
sion. Alternatively one can look at annihilation
processes, where the diffractive excitation is ab-
sent. We have the same values of f,/(n) for anni-
hilation processes as for the Pomeron sector.

We have also calculated the generating function
and the correlation parameter in the broken-SU(3)
case in a similar manner and have found quite
similar numerical results. "

with

QF;gF'.
(2) 1 m

2(gr'+ g~'+ g&'+g~') (4.5)

F; = (g, +)2N(R, + -w'X)

—(gg )'N(R, -w'X), (4.6)

where g,. is the coupling of the resonance R,. and
N(R, -7t'n~X) is the su. m of the branching ratios
multiplied by the decay multiplicities N, and N~

of the pions a and b. The two-resonance contri-
bution is

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper we ha, ve shown that final-state
pions are produced predominantly through reso-
nances. In the multiperipheral model a serious
difficulty has been shown to exist between the
magnitude of the average multiplicity and the in-
tercept of the generated Pomeron. " The pos-
sibility of cluster (or resonance) production has
been suggested to solve this difficulty. "Our
quantitative analysis has shown that the magnitudes
of the average multiplicities of resonances are
just large enough to generate the Pomeron with
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the intercept a~(0) = 1.
We have shown that the ratio of the vector meson

to the pseudoscalar meson for direct production
is in accord with the spin weight of the quark
model. This fact suggests that the quark model .

usually used to represent the quantum-number
flow may be extended so that it describes the spin
content of produced particles.

Since the contribution from baryon resonances
to pion cross sections is quite large at low ener-
gies, we had to subtract it before estimating the
relative abundance of resonances in the mesonic
system. Our estimate of this baryon-resonance
effect is crude and may entail a rather large un-
certainty. In order to make a more complete
analysis one has to extend the present scheme so
that baryons can be treated on the same footing as
mesons.

To calculate the relative contributions of various
meson multiplets to pion production we have used
the ratios p'/w and f/p' as inputs. These ratios
are estimated by using data at relatively low en-
ergies. Measurements of the ratios p'/v and f/p'
at higher energies will be most useful in estimating
more precisely the fraction of indirect production
of pions.

The unitarization scheme so far developed in-
cludes natural-parity Reggeons both in the multi-
peripheral chain and as output poles. In the pre-
sent paper we have considered unnatural-parity
mesons as well as natural-parity mesons in the
produced multiparticle states. To make the
scheme fully consistent, we should include un-
natural-parity Reggeons in the multiperipheral
chain as weQ. '

One may extend the present picture to hard pro-
cesses, e.g. , e e annihilation and deep-inelastic
lepton-hadron scattering. Then one expects that
final-state hadrons of such processes, at least the
sea component, will have properties similar to
those of multiparticle production in hadron-hadron
reactions.

Geven, even Godd, odd

Geven, odd odd „even

(A2)

The multiperipheral equation for the generating
function W(J') becomes

W(J) = G+ G SW(J),
1

(A3)

where the signature matrix S has only diagonal
elements and becomes identical for even- and odd-
G-parity pairs

fs 0)
(0 Sf

(A4)

(As)

el ff cx

0

With the aid of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.4), we can sepa-
rate the multiperipheral equation (4.3) into two.
By writing

W(J = W, (J) ' + W (J)
1+p~ pi (A6)

with p, =(, ',), we have

(p p'), (f,f), (f,p'), (p', f), (A:,A, ), (A.', A')
(A, ,A,'), (&u, &u), (Ao„&u), (ar, A',). Reggeons of the
first six pairs have even G parity and those of the
last six odd G parity. The coupling matrix G can
be decomposed into even- and odd-G-parity pairs

i Geven ~ even Geven, odd iG ~~
~

~

~

~
~

1

~

~

7

(Godd, even Godd, odd J
with the symmetry
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where the co'upling matrices G, are defined sim-
ilarly to Eq. (4.6). The coupling G, is given by

go +.gj.

APPENDIX: GENERATING FUNCTION OF MULTIPLICITY
MSTRIBUTIONS

0 2 2 2 2 2
g+ go +gi g+ W+

2 2

The generating function in the Pomeron sector
with positive G parity is represented by a 12 x12
matrix. The rows and columns are labeled by
exchanged Reggeon pairs: (p', p ), (p', p'),

2
g+

0 g 2

0 -g 2

0 g2'

0 2

2
g3

(AB)
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with

(A9)

g.'= (g~)'+ (g )'+ (g&)'+ (g )',
gi'= (g&o)'+ (g&o)'+ (g~)'+ ( gs )',
g,

' = (g,)'+ (g~o)'+ (g&)'+ (gp)',

g,' = (g )'+ (g&0)'+ (g&)'+ (gso)',

g,' = (g~;)'+ (gp)'+ (g..)'+ (g,.)' .
Here the suffixes correspond to produced mesons.
One should understand (g )', etc. as the product

1
w, (J) = (A10)

and they are determined by the condition

det II G'. —.(Z- P)S-' ll =0.
Taking n = —,', we obtain from Eq. (4.11)

(A11)

of the coupling constant squared and the parameter
of the generating function.

The leading poles are contained in the solution .

w, (J),

I

I

(go'-gl'-~)[(g. '+gl'-~)' —4g.'g 'I[[~'+( .'-g.')(g.'+g3')l(g" +gi'-lt) —4g. 'g '(g.'-g3'))=0 (A12)

with X =—J'- p. We find the leading poles at

J= ~'"' = P+g '+gi'+ 2(g+'g ')" .
Both poles should be taken to ensure the absence of wrong prong numbers. It is then straightfor-
ward to obtain the generating function Eq. (4.1) given in the text.
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